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Chapter 3011 

Wu Dao's original body wasn't sure if it was fire.As he went deeper and deeper into the Netherworld 

River, the six flames in Wu Dao's domain were obviously suppressed, and the intensity of the fire was 

getting smaller and smaller.However, there was such a strong fire on the surface of the river in front of 

him. It wasn't suppressed at all, and it even lit up the surrounding river red!Two balls of purple flames 

rose in the eyes of Wu Dao's original body. He stared at the ball of fire, wanting to see it clearly.There 

seemed to be something in the center of the ball of fire. However, he was too far away, and the ball of 

fire was too bright, so he couldn't see it clearly."Eh?"Wu Dao's original body was about to give up when 

he saw a dilapidated ancient boat beside the raging fire!The ancient boat looked very simple. It was 

completely black, without any sails or windows. Two black oars hung on both sides of the boat, and it 

floated on the river at the end of the sky.It wasn't strange for an ancient boat to appear on the 

river.However, Wu Dao's original body was standing on the Netherworld River!The appearance of this 

dilapidated ancient boat was a little strange.Moreover, the dilapidated ancient boat was very close to 

the ball of fire, but it didn't show any signs of burning. It floated on the river like a ghost, 

motionless!No!Wu Dao's original body suddenly frowned.If the ball of fire and the dilapidated ancient 

boat were on the Netherworld River, why didn't they flow down? Why were they floating 

there?Suddenly!A chilly wind blew from the depths of the Netherworld River, and the surface of the 

river sparkled.The six flames in Wu Dao's domain were extinguished instantly!The purple flames in the 

eyes of Wu Dao's original body were extinguished at the same time. A sharp pain came from his eyes, 

and he closed them subconsciously.At the same time, an unprecedented fear rose in his heart, making 

him shudder and his scalp tingle!This feeling of dread almost made him flee in defeat!Not only that.The 

purple flames in Wu Dao's original body's sea of consciousness were flickering in the chilly wind, and 

they were about to be extinguished at any time!His Martial Soul was this ball of purple flames.Once this 

Martial Spirit Flame was extinguished, it meant that his Primordial Spirit was extinguished, and his body 

and Dao would vanish. 

 

No matter what kind of battle prowess one possessed, no matter how powerful one's Dao was, it would 

all vanish into thin air!The Prison Suppressing Cauldron trembled incessantly as it let out a low, mournful 

cry, conveying a sense of fear to Wu Dao's true body!Even the sorrowful cries of the Hell Suppressing 

Cauldron were suppressed, not daring to be too loud!The Sanskrit chanting in the cauldron had already 

been interrupted.The pervasive waterfall of golden light had long since been shattered.Wu Dao's main 

body closed his eyes and used the Netherworld Treasure Mirror and Soul Lamp to block his body as he 

retreated explosively!After retreating for an unknown distance, Wu Dao's true body only stopped when 

the feeling of fear gradually subsided and the Martial Spirit Flame in his Sea of Consciousness 

recovered.Wu Dao's true body took off the Mo Luo Mask, revealing a pale face covered in sweat. He 

gasped for breath and slowly opened his eyes.Even though he had escaped from danger, he still felt a 

lingering fear when he recalled the scene just now.What was that chilly wind?Where did it come 

from?Wu Dao's true body recalled the situation back then.That chilly wind was not strong and was just 

like a gentle breeze.However, right after, a series of terrifying changes occurred to his body!Wu Dao's 

true body lowered his head to take a look.Although he had used the Soul Lamp to block his body earlier, 

the golden flame in the Soul Lamp had long been extinguished.The Soul Lamp must have been 

extinguished when the chilly wind blew over.Wu Dao's true body gradually calmed down and 



temporarily gave up on the idea of continuing to investigate the Underworld River.The crisis of the great 

wilderness had yet to be resolved. If something happened to him here, Die Yue would not be able to 

withstand Emperor Qing Yan's next attack without help.Wu Dao's true body put away the Prison 

Suppressing Cauldron, Netherworld Treasure Mirror and Soul Lamp. Just as he was about to put on the 

Mo Luo Mask, his heart skipped a beat.The Mo Luo Mask was originally an Emperor weapon. However, 

Wu Dao's true body released the Heavenly Wolf Artifact Spirit within and granted it rebirth. As a result, 

the Emperor weapon's power was greatly reduced.With his current battle prowess, the Mask of Mara 

was of little use to him, and he could do without it. 

 

More importantly, it could be used to hide his appearance.If there was a weakness in Wu Dao's true 

body, it would be the Essence Spirit in his sea of consciousness, which was the purple flame Martial 

Soul. It was indeed relatively weak.This' relatively weak 'did not mean compared to those of the same 

level.If he encountered someone whose cultivation level was far above him, such as a peak Emperor, it 

might cause some damage to his Martial Soul.Wu Dao's true body pondered for a while and prepared to 

reforge the Mo Luo Mask.Whoosh!Wu Dao's true body released six streaks of flames and threw the Mo 

Luo Mask over to burn it.Several days passed. Although the Mo Luo Mask was burning red and almost 

transparent, it still showed no signs of melting.The Mo Luo Mask was indeed extraordinary.Back then, 

Emperor Bo Xun had gathered countless natural treasures, rare ores, and fused with the flesh and blood 

of the Seven Emotions avatars to create such a mask.With Wu Dao's true body's current combat 

strength, even a peerless Emperor weapon would not be able to withstand his six streaks of flames!The 

Mo Luo Mask had not melted even though it had lost its Artifact Spirit!If this continued, he would not 

make any progress. Instead, it would affect his cultivation.Wu Dao's true body was about to give up 

when an idea flashed through his mind.He took out his Soul Lamp and lit it up.With that, another streak 

of golden flames appeared under the Mo Luo Mask!Not long after, the Mo Luo Mask began to melt.Wu 

Dao's true body was overjoyed and began to reforge the mask.He did not plan to change the Dao Art 

contained in the mask too much. He only wanted to merge it with his spiritual consciousness so that it 

could transform into an Artifact Spirit in the future.To him, the most important step in reforging the Mo 

Luo Mask was not the melting process, but the final quenching process!Forty-nine days later, the Mo 

Luo Mask was completed and ready to be quenched.Normal quenching required one to place the Divine 

Weapon in spring water and cool it down quickly to take shape.The higher the grade of the spring water, 

the greater the improvement it would bring to the Divine Weapon.And ever since Wu Dao's true body 

started cultivating, the most powerful and mysterious water source he had ever seen was the Nether 

River beneath his feet! 

 

Wu Dao's true body dipped the Mo Luo Mask, which was burning bright red, into the Nether River.* 

Splash! *Bubbles rose from the surface of the water and a puff of green smoke appeared. The Nether 

River quickly calmed down.Wu Dao's true body picked up the reforged Mo Luo Mask and observed it 

carefully.The Mo Luo Mask's appearance did not change much. However, with a single thought from Wu 

Dao's true body, the Mo Luo Mask suddenly turned into a dark and deep river with ripples!The Mo Luo 

Mask had once again transformed into an Emperor Artifact. Furthermore, the mysterious power of the 

Nether River had been fused into it, making it even more powerful than the original Mo Luo Mask!Wu 

Dao's true body put the Mo Luo Mask back on his face.With this mask, the weakness of his Martial Soul 

would no longer exist!Wu Dao's true body took a deep breath and put away his Soul Lamp, preparing to 

continue his seclusion.But soon, he took out the soul lamp again. Looking at the golden flames burning 



on it, a ball of light suddenly burst forth from his eyes!Perhaps, he could fuse this golden flame into his 

body!That way, he would be able to control the seventh flame. Wu Dao's Purgatory and Heaven and 

Earth Furnace would both undergo transformations, greatly increasing his cultivation speed.He might 

even have a chance to break through and step into the Emperor realm! 

Chapter 3012 

The crow flies and the rabbit flies away. Time flies.In the blink of an eye, 280 years had passed since the 

battle of the grand wilderness.The Celestial Tribute World.At the entrance of the secret realm hall, six 

Realm Lords who were in charge of the Heaven Reverence Domain stood solemnly. These six were all 

peak Imperial Emperors.There were more than 100 Imperial Emperors standing in the square outside 

the hall. Among them, there were nearly 20 peak Imperial Emperors!Any one of them could attract the 

attention of countless realms if they stomped their feet in the Upper World.But now, whether it was the 

six Realm Lords at the entrance of the hall or the more than 100 Imperial Emperors standing in the 

square with the Celestial Tribute token tied to their waists, they all had solemn expressions and stood 

respectfully as if they were waiting for something.Even the Grotto-Heaven Kings weren't qualified to 

stand here!Not long after.A huge crack suddenly appeared in the east of the Celestial Tribute World!A 

man in a dark green robe walked out with his hands behind his back. He had a head of green hair and a 

sharp face. His eyes were like torches as he looked down at everything in the Celestial Tribute 

World.This was Emperor Qing Yan!Seeing Emperor Qing Yan descend, the six Celestial Tribute World 

Lords at the entrance of the hall hurriedly knelt down and shouted, "Greetings, Lord Qing 

Yan!"Immediately after, the more than 100 Imperial Emperors in the square also knelt on the ground 

and greeted him respectfully.Emperor Qing Yan's expression was indifferent as he nodded 

slightly.Behind him, another seven peak Imperial Emperors appeared. Six of them were the six Seven 

Constellation Demon Emperors that had appeared in the grand wilderness back then.The original 

Constellation Horn Demon Emperor was killed by Wu Dao's original body.This seventh peak Imperial 

Emperor seemed to be the newly found Constellation Horn Demon Emperor. He still had the flood 

dragon bloodline.Whoosh!A white light suddenly flashed in the western sky of the Celestial Tribute 

World as if a sharp weapon had torn a huge hole in the sky.In the next moment, a young man appeared. 

His eyes were long and narrow, and there was a trace of coldness between his brows.The white-robed 

man wore a white robe and had a token tied to his waist with the word "Hao" written on it.The moment 

this person appeared, the temperature in the Celestial Tribute World dropped. All the Imperial 

Emperors below felt a chill run down their spine! 

 

"Greetings, Lord Bai Yu!"The six Realm Lords of the Celestial Worship World and the group of Imperial 

Emperors below had just stood up. At this moment, they knelt down again with respectful 

expressions.Lord Bai Yu was in charge of killing. Although they were Imperial Monarchs, they were no 

different from ants in the eyes of Lord Bai Yu.Seven Imperial Emperors appeared behind Imperial 

Emperor Bai Yu. Although they were of different races, they were all peak Imperial Emperors!The six 

Heaven Reverence World Realm Lords were speechless.Although they knew that people from the 

Heavenly Court had come, they didn't know that there would be such a lineup.Not only Emperor Qing 

Yan and Emperor Bai Yu, but even their subordinates, the Seven Mansions of the East and Seven 

Mansions of the West, had come.At this moment, a crack appeared in the northern part of the sky, and 

the sound of waves could be heard from within.In the next moment, a black robed man walked over on 

the waves. He had bronze skin, a steady expression, and the command token tied to his waist had the 



word 'Xuan' written on it."He's here too!"The hearts of the six Celestial Reverence World Realm Lords 

shuddered but they didn't get up. They maintained their kneeling posture and shouted loudly, 

"Greetings, Lord Xuan Can!"Seven peak Imperial Emperors appeared behind the black-robed man!The 

Seven Mansions of the North!The six Celestial Reverence World Realm Lords looked at each other and 

were secretly shocked.It wasn't rare for people from the Heavenly Court to come.However, it was rare 

to see such a large lineup. It was probably only seen during the great calamities of the ancient 

era.Moreover, since all three of them had come, the one in the south would probably come as 

well!Could it be because of what happened in the Rakshasa Sinned Land?Just as the six of them were 

thinking, a red light appeared in the southern sky. A huge hole seemed to have been burned in the sky, 

and a young girl in a red dress walked out.This young girl was young, but she was already a peak 

Imperial Emperor. The command token tied to her waist had the word 'Yan' written on it."Greetings, 

Lord Yan Luo!"The six Celestial Reverence World Realm Lords knelt on the ground.Soon, seven Imperial 

Emperors appeared behind the young girl in the red dress.The Seven Mansions of the South! 

 

However, among these seven, six were peak Imperial Emperors, and one was only an ordinary Imperial 

Emperor. Their auras were clearly much weaker."Sister Yan Luo is here too."When Imperial Emperor Bai 

Yu saw the young girl in the red dress, the coldness in his eyes melted. He smiled and greeted 

her.Imperial Emperor Yan Luo's expression was cold as she ignored him."I, Qing Yan, thank you for 

coming to help me this time around."Emperor Azure Flame looked at Emperor Bai Yu, Emperor Xuan 

Can, Emperor Yan Luo, and the other experts and cupped his fists in thanks."It's nothing."Imperial 

Emperor Bai Yu waved his hand and said, "I heard that the Horned Beast Emperor under you was killed. 

I'm also curious to see what kind of ant is so arrogant."Imperial Emperor Qing Yan looked at the seven 

southern constellations behind Imperial Emperor Yan Luo and asked with a frown, "Where's the original 

Horned Beast Emperor?"The Horned Beast Emperor was one of the seven southern constellations of the 

Earth Dragon Race.The original Horned Beast Emperor was a peak Imperial Emperor, but the one in 

front of him was an ordinary Imperial Emperor.Imperial Emperor Yan Luo said, "The youngest son of the 

Horned Beast Emperor ran to the Rakshasa Sinned Land in the Celestial Reverence World and died 

there. Moreover, the Rakshasa Sinned Land shattered and countless Rakshasa sinned spirits 

disappeared.""The Horned Beast Emperor sensed the death of his son and chased after him. In the end, 

he also died and his corpse was nowhere to be found."Imperial Emperor Yan Luo looked at the Celestial 

Reverence World's Imperial Emperors and asked coldly, "It's been so long and there's still no 

news?"What one feared would happen.The six Celestial Reverence World's Imperial Emperors 

trembled.One of the Imperial Emperors quickly said, "We've put out a bounty over the past few years. 

Logically speaking, there shouldn't be a place for them in the three thousand worlds, but ….""These 

Rakshasa sinned spirits seemed to have disappeared into thin air. Lord Yan Luo, please punish 

them."Imperial Emperor Yan Luo asked coldly, "Who killed the Horned Beast Emperor? Any clues?""No, 

no …."A Celestial Reverence World's Imperial Emperor said with a trembling voice.Imperial Emperor 

Qing Yan frowned, "Yan Luo, this new Horned Beast Emperor is much weaker. I'm afraid he'll affect the 

power of the Four Direction Constellation Formation."The Four Direction Constellation Formation was 

formed by the twenty-eight Horned Beast Emperors behind them using their bloodlines. It was 

extremely powerful! 

 

Imperial Emperor Yan Luo said, "There's only one Earth Dragon Emperor left on my side. I can only let 

him replace the Horned Beast Emperor for now."Imperial Emperor Bai Yu also said, "He's just an 



earthworm. He doesn't have claws or strong bones. It's already good enough to find an ordinary 

earthworm emperor. Don't ask for too much."The so-called Earth Dragon, despite its name, was actually 

a species of earthworms.The Earth Dragons had weak bodies and bloodlines. It wasn't easy for them to 

reach the Emperor Realm.Imperial Emperor Xuan Can asked, "How many people are there? Is there a 

need to use the Four Direction Constellation Formation?" 

Chapter 3013 

"There aren't many of them."Emperor Azure Flame said, "There's only one that I'm interested in 

…."After pondering for a while, a figure wearing a silver mask and purple robes flashed in the Azure 

Flame Sovereign Emperor's mind. He said, "At most, there are two.""What race are they?"Emperor 

Xuanshen asked, "The Evil Demon race?"At the mention of the Evil Demon race, Emperor Bai Yu and the 

others shuddered.They couldn't be careless if they were Evil Spirits or Demons."They have nothing to do 

with the Evil Demon race."Emperor Azure Flame shook his head. "One of them is from the Butterfly race 

and the other is from the human race.""Ha …."Imperial Lord Bai Yu scoffed and said, "Two ants, what's 

there to be afraid of? Is there a need for the Four Directions Constellation Grand Array? With the four of 

us working together, who below the Emperor can stop us? "Emperor Azure Flame thought for a moment 

and nodded. "That's true. With the three of you helping me, there's no suspense in this battle.""It's just 

that I lost too badly last time and was unwilling to accept it. Just in case, I invited all of you here."Yan 

Luo seemed to be getting impatient. "When are we leaving? After this matter is settled, I'll go back and 

prepare to ascend to the Greater Thousand Realms. ""Mm, it's about time. There's no point in staying in 

this world."Emperor Xuanshen nodded as well.Emperor Azure Flame and the others didn't bother to 

hide their voices.When the Celestial Realm Imperial Emperors heard this, they revealed looks of envy 

and yearning.The legendary Greater Thousand Realms!A chance to live forever!One of the Celestial 

Realm Lords said, "May I know where you're planning to go? The Celestial Realm Lords are willing to be 

the vanguard. We're at your disposal!"This was a rare opportunity to perform.The Celestial Realm 

Emperors all agreed."You?"Emperor Azure Flame frowned.In all fairness, with the help of Emperor Bai 

Yu and the others, it didn't matter if the Celestial Realm Lords joined or not.Another Celestial Realm 

Lord said, "With the help of all of you, the Celestial Realm Lords can use this battle to establish our 

might and intimidate all races.""That's good too. Let's just bring a few people with us. We'll set off once 

we have a hundred people." 

 

Emperor Qing Yan waved his hand casually. He looked at the six world lords of Celestial World and said, 

"You still need to stay here and monitor the three thousand worlds. You don't need to come.""Yes."The 

six Realm Lords of the Celestial World could only agree. Then, they chose 68 Imperial Emperors and 

followed behind Emperor Qing Yan and the others, preparing to move!"Are you all heading to the 

Heaven Realm?"One of the Celestial Realm's Imperial Emperors said as if he was asking for credit, 

"We've discovered that there might be signs of the Evil Demon's revival in the Celestial Realm! “"Three 

experts who have been dead for many years have come back to life. This subordinate guesses that this 

might be the work of the Demon Lord!"Demon Master!At the mention of the Demon Lord's name, 

Emperor Azure Flame and the others' expressions changed slightly. Wariness flashed in their eyes."I'm 

not going to Heaven Realm."Emperor Qing Yan said in a deep voice, "Everyone, follow me to the great 

wilderness!"With that, Emperor Qing Yan waved his hand and tore open the space in front of him. A 

spatial tunnel appeared, and he led the way.Emperor Bai Yu, Emperor Xuan Can, Emperor Yan Luo, and 

the 28 Constellation Emperors followed closely behind, disappearing from the Celestial World in the 



blink of an eye.The six Realm Lords of the Celestial World looked in the direction where Emperor Qing 

Yan and the others disappeared. Their eyes flashed with coldness and excitement.This time, the Celestial 

World was going to attack the great wilderness again. It would definitely shake the three thousand 

worlds and shock all races!…Sword World, Ten Thousand Sword Palace.The old man with the iron crown 

and the fat and skinny old man were drinking tea and chatting.The fat old man suddenly sighed and said, 

"It's been more than two hundred years since Su Zimo went to the Blood Ape World."The skinny old 

man said, "I heard that there's trouble over there. This brat even killed people from the Celestial World 

and escaped from the Blood Ape World. There's no news about him, and no one knows if he's dead or 

alive."At the mention of Su Zimo, the old man with the iron crown's eyes flashed with worry.When he 

heard that Su Zimo was in danger in the Blood Ape World, he immediately went to search for Su Zimo's 

whereabouts. However, he didn't find anything after dozens of years. 

 

Helpless, he returned to the Sword World."Let's hope he's safe."The old man with the iron crown 

sighed.Suddenly!The old man with the iron crown's expression changed as if he sensed something. He 

suddenly stood up from the cushion and looked into the distance. His gaze seemed to be able to see 

through the endless void.Not long after, the fat and thin old men also stood up and looked into the 

distance with bewildered expressions."What's going on?""Such a powerful aura, there's probably more 

than a hundred Emperors, right?""Such a huge commotion?""Let's go take a look!"Elder Tie Guan and 

the other two immediately left the Sword World and entered the spatial tunnel."It's the Celestial 

World!""Not only that, there should be many Heavenly Court experts!""Looking at this direction, it 

seems to be … the great wilderness!"The three old men didn't dare to get too close and only looked 

from afar.The fat old man had a complicated expression as he sighed, "I didn't expect that Empress Xue 

Die of the great wilderness would cause such a huge problem after surviving alone for so many 

years.""More than a hundred Emperors, that's enough to sweep through any super world in the three 

thousand worlds. Now, they're mobilizing so many people just to deal with a woman from the Butterfly 

Race. Sigh.""I heard that this Empress Xue Die had an Araki Takeshi by her side a few years ago.""What 

can an Araki Takeshi do?""Forget it, we can't interfere in this matter."The old man with the iron crown 

and the others shook their heads and sighed.…The Blood Ape World.An old ape that was in seclusion 

deep in the mountains seemed to have sensed something and suddenly stood up. A trace of blood-red 

light appeared in his turbid eyes as he looked into the distance."What a huge commotion …"The old ape 

murmured as he tore open the void and prepared to enter it and leave the Blood Ape World."Realm 

Lord!"Another Emperors not far from him hurriedly said, "Those two monkey Emperors are watching us. 

We can't leave the Blood Ape World as we wish!""They just left not long ago." 

 

After the old ape finished speaking, he entered the void and disappeared.After an unknown amount of 

time.The old ape emerged from the starry sky and looked at the terrifying aura in the distant horizon in 

deep thought.The old ape murmured, "No wonder those two monkeys suddenly left. They were 

summoned back by the Celestial Worship World.""That's the direction to the Great Wilderness World 

…"The old ape shook his head slightly as anger flashed in his eyes. He clenched his fists and gritted his 

teeth, "Such a huge commotion just to deal with that Xue Die, really …"But soon, the old ape's clenched 

fists loosened and his battle intent dissipated.The Blood Ape World had internal and external problems 

that he couldn't deal with, let alone other worlds.…The Heaven World.The World Annihilation Demon 

Emperor of the Demon Region, Six Brahma Heaven Lord of the Pure Land of Bliss, and Immortal Emperor 

Chen Mu of the Nine Firmament Immortal Region all woke up from their seclusion at the same 



time.Looking into the distance, the corners of the three experts' mouths curled up at the same time. 

Their expressions were exactly the same! 

Chapter 3014 

The 100 Imperial Emperors didn't hide their auras at all. When they gathered together, the energy 

waves they emitted were extremely shocking!Almost at the same time, the peak Imperial Emperors of 

the various super domains sensed something."This momentum …""The last time the Celestial Tribute 

Domain started a massacre was in the Blood Ape Domain. This time, the Great Wilderness Domain is 

finished!""I'm afraid it's not just the Celestial Tribute Domain. The mysterious force behind it has also 

appeared.""Poor Blood Butterfly Demon Empress. She's one of the strongest peak Imperial Emperors in 

the world and even has a chance to become a Great Emperor. I didn't expect her to be targeted by the 

Celestial Tribute Domain … 100 Imperial Emperors. Sigh, she's doomed!""So, don't offend the Celestial 

Tribute Domain. Since ancient times, those who went against the Celestial Tribute Domain ended up in a 

miserable state. Many ancient Great Emperors didn't have good endings.""When the Blood Butterfly 

Demon Empress' cultivation was at its peak, she dominated the three thousand domains and defeated 

many experts from thousands of races. How powerful was she back then? Even some peak Imperial 

Emperors among the Dragons and Protoss didn't want to fight her head-on. What about now? ""The 

tallest tree in the forest will be destroyed by the wind. How big of a storm can a small butterfly 

cause?"…The Great Wilderness Domain.Eastern Wilderness, Butterfly Valley.Die Yue sat casually on a 

stone in the valley while the Divine Elephant Demon Empress, Nine-Tailed Demon Empress, Bai Ze 

Demon Empress, Sky Bearing Demon Empress, and Black Snake Demon Empress stood below.The five 

Imperial Emperors weren't strong enough to sense danger, but something big must have happened 

since Die Yue suddenly summoned them."They're here."Die Yue suddenly said."Who?""Cang?"The five 

Imperial Emperors quickly asked.Die Yue nodded and said, "Not just Cang. There are others and people 

from the Celestial Tribute Domain.""How many Imperial Emperors are here?"The Divine Elephant 

Demon Empress asked."A hundred."Die Yue said lightly."A hundred … Imperial Emperors?"The Divine 

Elephant Demon Empress and the others were shocked, and their expressions changed!Before Imperial 

Emperor Qing Yan left, he had said that he would kill all living beings in the Eastern Wilderness, but they 

didn't expect Cang's foundation was so terrifying that a hundred Imperial Emperors would appear! 

 

Imperial Emperor Qing Yan returned this time was faster than Die Yue's imagination.She had estimated 

that Emperor Azure Flame would need hundreds of years to recover from his injuries.Who would have 

thought that in just two hundred and eighty years, they would make a comeback!"A hundred Imperial 

Emperors? How are we supposed to fight them?"The Divine Elephant Demon Emperor had always been 

calm, but when he heard the news, his face turned pale. He was at his wit's end."Leave. Leave the Great 

Wilderness."Die Yue said.Emperor Qingtian and Emperor Bai Ze remained silent.When they heard this 

news, they didn't have any thoughts of resisting.It wasn't that they were cowards. It was just that the 

gap between them was too big.Back then, the Black Snake Demon Monarch was so scared by Wu Dao's 

true body that he stayed in the East Barren. Now, he had no desire to continue fighting and wanted to 

escape as soon as possible."I'll stay."After a short silence, the Divine Elephant Demon Emperor pursed 

his lips and said, "After all, I have been with you for so many years. I will accompany you on this last 

journey.""I'm not leaving either!"Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor said without hesitation.She had different 

feelings for Die Yue. Even if she had to die, she would die by Die Yue's side!Then, Nine-Tailed Demon 

Emperor seemed to have thought of something. She looked around and frowned. "Where's that Araki 



Takeshi? He didn't come?"Die Yue was silent.Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor immediately reacted and 

sneered. "He ran away alone, right!? I knew it. Men are unreliable! What a coward! "Die Yue said, "He 

just left because he had something to do.""Humph!"Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor complained. "Sister, 

you're still protecting him at this time."Die Yue was unwilling to explain further on this matter. She said, 

"Listen to me. Among the hundred Imperial Emperors, there are more than thirty Peak Imperial 

Emperors. Even if all of you stay here, it will be useless."Hiss!Demon Emperor Bai Ze and the others 

gasped.What did thirty peak Imperial Emperors mean?If there were more than ten ordinary Imperial 

Emperors, it could be called a super realm.In a super great world, having a few peak Imperial Emperors 

was already considered a powerful world. 

 

And this time, Emperor Qing Yan had more than thirty peak Imperial Emperors following him!Die Yue 

continued, "Gather all the living beings in the Eastern Barren Territory together. Drive your own boats 

and try your best to bring them away. The further, the better.""Sister, you come with us!"Nine-Tailed 

Demon Emperor hurriedly said.Die Yue smiled and shook her head.If she stayed in Eastern Barren and 

fought with Emperor Qing Yan and the others, Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor and the others would still 

have a chance to escape.If she left, no one would be able to escape."Go."Die Yue waved her hand and 

looked at Divine Elephant Demon Emperor, Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor, and the others. "You're 

responsible for the lives of billions of Eastern Barren creatures. Try your best to survive."Black Snake 

Demon Emperor nodded and left first.Emperor Bai Ze and Emperor Qingtian bowed to Die Yue and 

left.Divine Elephant Demon Emperor and Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor were the last to 

leave."Sister."Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor's eyes reddened. She went forward and held Die Yue's hands. 

"I'll come to accompany you after I settle the Eastern Barren creatures!""Okay."Die Yue nodded.By the 

time Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor settled the billions of Eastern Barren creatures, she would already be 

dead.Not long after.Five huge Immortal boats broke through the void and entered the space tunnel, 

quietly leaving Great Barren World.Die Yue looked at this scene with mixed feelings.She had guarded 

Eastern Barren World for so many years. She did not expect to come to this.At this moment, the Eastern 

Wilderness had become empty.Most of the creatures had moved.Die Yue stood in the air, ready to fight 

the last battle of her life!Unfortunately, he was not by her side.But Die Yue was relieved.Fortunately, he 

was not by her side.Of course, she felt regretful.The time they spent together was too short.Moreover, 

most of the time, they were either fighting or cultivating in seclusion.But Die Yue thought that being 

able to reunite with him in the Upper World was the biggest surprise of her life. 

 

After some time.Dark clouds suddenly gathered in the sky above Great Barren World.An unimaginably 

terrifying aura shrouded Great Barren World.At this moment, all the creatures in Great Barren World 

were silent and trembling. They looked up at the sky in horror and did not dare to move!In the Great 

Wasteland Domain, there was complete silence.Only one figure stood proudly between heaven and 

earth. He was wearing a blood-red robe and had an indifferent expression. There was an aura of disdain 

between his brows!Rumble!Thunder rumbled from afar. It was deafening!A huge crack appeared in the 

sky, almost tearing Great Barren World in half!Hundreds of figures could be vaguely seen inside, exuding 

a terrifying aura.These hundreds of figures descended on Great Barren World. The entire continent was 

still trembling, as if it could not withstand the pressure. Cracks appeared!Strong winds howled, lightning 

flashed, and thunder rumbled.Only that blood-red figure stood tall between heaven and earth. It was 

dazzling! 

Chapter 3015 



A hundred Imperial Emperors had descended upon the Great Wilderness.There were four people in the 

lead, and one of them was Imperial Emperor Qing Yan.Die Yue raised her head slightly and looked at the 

hundred Imperial Emperors. There was no fear in her eyes, and her expression was calm.Apart from 

Imperial Emperor Qing Yan and the Seven Constellations Sovereign behind him, she didn't recognize any 

of the other Imperial Emperors.Among the Imperial Emperors, the strongest were the four standing at 

the very front.Apart from Imperial Emperor Qing Yan, there were three people standing beside him. A 

white-robed man, a black-robed man, and a red-dressed girl.The tokens hanging on their waists were 

different from Imperial Emperor Qing Yan's.While Die Yue was observing them, the Imperial Emperors 

were also observing Die Yue.Imperial Emperor Bai Yu, Imperial Emperor Xuan Can, and the other 

Heavenly Court experts were curious as to what kind of person could cause so much trouble for Imperial 

Emperor Qing Yan."As expected, she's just a little butterfly."Imperial Emperor Bai Yu smiled 

disdainfully.Imperial Emperor Qing Yan said, "Don't underestimate her just because she's from the 

Butterfly Race. Brother Bai Yu might not be able to win against her alone.""Oh?"Imperial Emperor Bai Yu 

didn't think much of it. "I'll give it a try later."Imperial Emperor Qing Yan looked at Die Yue and said, "I 

said that when I return to the Great Wilderness, I'll show you my true strength!Xue Die, I'll give you one 

more chance. Submit to me now! "Die Yue smiled.Her smile was filled with mockery and ridicule.She 

didn't even bother to retort.Imperial Emperor Qing Yan's face darkened. "Xue Die, you're just a frog at 

the bottom of a well in the Great Wilderness. Only by following me will you have a chance to ascend to 

the Great Thousand Worlds. ""My patience is limited. This is your last chance," Die Yue said."If there's a 

Great Thousand Worlds, I'll ascend myself. I don't need anyone to give me a 

chance.""Hahahaha!"Everyone from the Heavenly Court laughed when they heard that.Emperor Yan Luo 

curled his lips and said, "How ignorant. You are just ants that have been imprisoned here. So what if you 

are peak Imperial Emperors?""Since ancient times, without the Heavenly Court's permission, even the 

Great Emperors could only be trapped here!" 

 

This shocking secret was revealed by Yan Luo just like that.Die Yue raised her brows slightly and said, 

"One needs the permission of the Heavenly Court to ascend to the Greater World?""Not bad."Emperor 

Blue Flame said proudly, "What is the boundless grace of the heavens? This is it! ""Heavenly grace …"Die 

Yue murmured. She paused for a moment and smiled, "I don't care."The emperors of the Celestial 

Tribute World looked at Die Yue with envy and jealousy.Someone disdained to care about the heavenly 

grace that they sought but could not obtain!Die Yue naturally wanted to ascend to the Greater 

World.However, if she had to accept the so-called gift of the Heavenly Court in order to ascend to the 

Greater World, she would choose another path.Flatten the Heavenly Court!"Qing Yan, this woman's 

bloodline is weak and she doesn't know what's good for her. Aren't you afraid of losing face by bringing 

her along?" Emperor Bai Yu mocked.Emperor Blue Flame's face darkened.Under the watchful eyes of 

the crowd, Die Yue had rejected his reward. He could not maintain his composure and murderous intent 

rose in his heart!"Brother Bai Yu is right."Emperor Blue Flame took a deep breath, and his expression 

returned to normal. He smiled and said, "She's just an ant from a Middle World. She doesn't know 

much. So what if I kill her?""Not only do I want to kill her, but I also want to slaughter all the living 

beings in the Eastern Wilderness to accompany the fallen Horn Mansion!"Emperor Xuanshen suddenly 

said, "There aren't many living beings left in the Eastern Wilderness. Most of them should have 

escaped.""Can they escape?"Emperor Bai Yu sneered and waved behind him. "Lou Su, go and smell 

where the living beings of the Eastern Wilderness have escaped to.""Yes!"Lou Su Demon Emperor, one 

of the Seven Mansions of the West.Under the watchful eyes of the crowd, Lou Su Demon Emperor 



transformed into his true form. It was a three-headed Howling Celestial Dog that was 30 meters tall. He 

sniffed the air frantically.Soon, Lou Su Demon Emperor found the direction that the Divine Elephant 

Demon Emperor and the others had escaped to.A dog's nose was the most sensitive and the best at 

tracking.Even if they escaped into the void, Lou Su Demon Emperor could still follow the aura left behind 

by the living beings. 

 

Even if the Divine Elephant Demon Emperor, the Nine-Tailed Demon Emperor, and the others escaped 

alone, they would not be able to shake off Lou Su Demon Emperor's pursuit. Not to mention, they were 

carrying billions of living beings of the Eastern Wilderness.With so many living beings of the Eastern 

Wilderness gathered together, their aura was strong. It was too easy for Lou Su Demon Emperor to track 

them down.Emperor Blue Flame looked sideways and said to the Seven Mansions of the East behind 

him, "The seven of you, follow Lou Su and bring back all the living beings of the Eastern Wilderness!"He 

wanted to slaughter all the living beings of the Eastern Wilderness in front of Die Yue.He wanted Die Yue 

to know the consequences of disobeying him.He wanted Die Yue to regret it!At this moment, Die Yue 

suddenly attacked!Even in the face of 100 Imperial Emperors, Die Yue still dared to attack Lou Su Demon 

Emperor first!After killing this Howling Celestial Dog, the Divine Elephant Demon Emperor and the 

others would have a much higher chance of escaping.A white hand descended. It looked weak, but it 

carried endless storms that seemed to be able to tear everything apart!"How dare you!"Emperor Bai 

Yu's eyes shone brightly. Blood Qi surged in his body, emitting extremely strong killing intent. He 

punched at Die Yue's palm.Bang!The fist and palm collided.Shock flashed across Emperor Bai Yu's 

originally confident face, and then his pupils constricted.Poof!Countless bloody wounds appeared on 

Emperor Bai Yu's arm. His flesh was torn apart by the terrifying storm, and a scarlet blood mist spewed 

out!In just one move, Emperor Bai Yu was already injured!It wasn't that Emperor Bai Yu's battle strength 

was weak.It was just that he had underestimated his opponent at the start and didn't know Die Yue's 

strength. He didn't even transform into his true body.And in these years, Die Yue's battle strength had 

increased with the help of the Yin Yang Talisman Scripture!It was because of this that such a situation 

was created.The expressions of all the Imperial Emperors changed when they saw that Emperor Bai Yu 

was injured!Emperor Bai Yu's battle strength was in the top three among them. Even he couldn't block 

one move from this blood butterfly. How strong was this blood butterfly? 

 

Even Emperor Blue Flame was startled by this.This blood butterfly was even stronger than the previous 

time!Thankfully, they were well-prepared this time round and brought sufficient manpower. Otherwise, 

they would have returned in defeat."Thank you for saving my life, young master."Demon Emperor Lou 

Su felt a lingering fear.If Emperor Bai Yu hadn't blocked the blood butterfly in front of him, he would 

have died on the spot from that palm strike!"Roar!"Emperor Bai Yu retreated and transformed into his 

true form, roaring furiously.A white tiger with a murderous aura appeared. One of its arms was still 

bleeding and every single drop of blood contained endless killing intent!This was a true white tiger, the 

legendary saint beast bloodline!Emperor Bai Yu was snow-white and had a divine might. He had a 

ferocious aura and the moment he revealed his true form, his blood qi spread and the auras of the 

surrounding Imperial Emperors were suppressed.This was bloodline suppression!Most living beings 

would feel a fear that came from the depths of their souls when they faced a saint beast like the white 

tiger.Apart from the Azure Dragon, Vermilion Bird, Black Tortoise …There was also that butterfly. 

Chapter 3016 



The Butterfly race was born weak and it was extremely difficult for them to cultivate.Most living beings 

of other races had the strength to kill them easily.From the moment Die Yue was born, there were too 

many living beings in this world that could make her feel fear.She grew and cultivated carefully as if she 

was in the abyss.Looking back on her life, she had experienced countless dangers along the way.Every 

time she defeated an opponent or a race, she would overcome her fear bit by bit until she finally 

overcame it!When she stood at the peak of the 3,000 worlds and defeated all living beings of the 10,000 

races, there was no other living being in this world that could make her feel fear.Just Now, after 

countless baptisms of blood and countless life and death situations, she had tempered a powerful and 

fearless heart!The blood moons on her wings were condensed from the blood of the 10,000 races!"You 

guys can go and bring him back."Emperor Green Flame waved his hand.Lou Su Demon Thearch and the 

Seven Constellations of the East immediately moved and headed out of the Great Wilderness 

Domain.Die Yue and Emperor Bai Yu had only clashed once and the void of the Great Wilderness 

Domain had already shattered. It was difficult to build a space tunnel here.Die Yue moved and charged 

towards Lou Su Demon Thearch and the others."Kill!"Emperor Bai Yu roared and shook the heavens and 

earth. His white tiger blood surged and activated his bloodline phenomenon. His killing intent was 

torrential as he leaped and pounced towards Die Yue.Boom!Emperor Bai Yu was forced back once more. 

He was shocked and furious.He had already revealed his true form and activated his bloodline 

phenomenon. Yet, he was still no match for this butterfly in close combat!Apart from Lou Su Demon 

Thearch who had just left, the remaining six Seven Constellations of the West saw that Emperor Bai Yu 

was at a disadvantage and pounced forward, afraid that he would be in danger.Kuisu Demon Thearch 

transformed into a heavenly wolf.Stomach Demon Thearch transformed into a green pheasant.Angsu 

Demon Thearch transformed into a golden pheasant.Bi Su Demon Thearch transformed into a Bi Fang 

fiery bird.Luo Su Demon Thearch transformed into a spirit monkey.Guang Su Demon Thearch 

transformed into a Long-armed Sanguine Ape! 

 

"Roar!""Keke!"The howls of wolves, roosters, and apes echoed throughout the world. The six Western 

Constellations of the West revealed their true forms and their auras surged. They joined forces with 

Emperor Bai Yu to attack Die Yue!Boom! Boom! Boom!Die Yue fought one against seven, and one of 

them was a peak Emperor of the White Tiger bloodline. In close combat, she still had the upper hand. 

She fought her way out of the Great Wasteland Domain, withstanding the attacks of the seven peak 

Demon Thearchs!"How did this butterfly cultivate to be so strong?"Demon Emperor Yanluo frowned 

slightly.They lived in the Heavenly Court and possessed the bloodline of Holy Beasts. They were blessed 

with a unique cultivation environment and limitless cultivation resources. That was why they could 

reach where they were today.What does this blood butterfly have?"If we don't make a move, I'm afraid 

Bai Yu and the others won't be able to hold on."Demon Emperor Xuanshen suddenly said.Monarch Qing 

Yan chuckled and said, "Bai Yu just wanted to test this blood butterfly. If we go up now, we'll disturb his 

mood."He had suffered greatly under Die Yue's hands. Now that he saw Monarch Bai Yu suffer, he finally 

found some balance and felt much better."It's just a butterfly. There's no need to trouble all of you to 

come forward. We'll naturally share your worries."Immediately, a peak Emperor of the Celestial Worship 

World stepped forward.When they saw that Die Yue was alone, they were worried that they wouldn't 

have a chance to perform. Seeing that Monarch Bai Yu and the others were at a disadvantage, they 

quickly volunteered.Monarch Qing Yan looked at Monarch Xuanshen and Monarch Yan Luo and said 

with a smile, "It's good to let them go up and train. We'll hold the fort here. There's no need to rush into 

action."Monarch Xuanshen and Monarch Yan Luo nodded.Six peak Emperor of the Celestial Worship 



World charged forward. One of them revealed his true form. It was a burly Redbone Horsemonkey. He 

beat his chest and stomped his feet as he charged forward.Six peak Emperor Lords, six Starry 

Constellation Imperial Lords, and Monarch Bai Yu. A total of thirteen peak Emperor Lords surrounded 

Die Yue!This great battle caused the surrounding starry sky to collapse, and numerous starry black holes 

burst forth.However, the black holes couldn't devour the dozen or so Emperor Lords!Thirteen peak 

Emperor Lords couldn't suppress that blood-red figure! 

 

Every time Die Yue attacked, she would create a terrifying storm that swept through space and tore 

everything apart. If a peak Emperor Lord was careless, they would be 

injured.Boom! Boom! Boom!Monarch Bai Yu and the others finally couldn't hold on any longer and 

released their Great Perfection Worlds."White Tiger Sky!""Yin-Yang Sky!""Burning Sky!""Daybreak 

Sky!""..."Thirteen Great Perfection Worlds appeared out of nowhere, supporting a large area of the 

starry sky. It was earth-shattering, and even the stars in the sky trembled.Some stars couldn't withstand 

this power and exploded on the spot, turning into dust!Whoosh!Die Yue also released her Great 

Perfection Grotto-Heaven. Countless butterfly figures appeared inside. They flapped their wings and 

created a terrifying storm that tore apart the surrounding thirteen worlds.Fortunately, this level of 

battle happened outside the Great Desolation World.Otherwise, the entire Great Desolation World 

would be reduced to nothing!The remaining Celestial Worship World's Emperor Lords were mostly 

peerless or ordinary Emperor Lords.When they saw Monarch Bai Yu and the others blocking Die Yue 

head-on, they wanted to take the opportunity to show off and attacked."Kill!"The Celestial Worship 

World's Emperor Lords stepped forward and released their Great Perfection Worlds.Dozens of worlds 

enveloped down, and all the power of the worlds surged in one direction — the blood-colored figure in 

the center!Normally speaking, the Great Perfection Worlds released by ordinary and peerless Emperor 

Lords were almost no threat to Die Yue.However, there were thirteen peerless Emperor Lords blocking 

Die Yue's frontal attack, and dozens of Emperor Lords constantly attacking.No matter how strong Die 

Yue was, she couldn't withstand the siege of so many Emperor Lords!Not long after, her Storm World 

couldn't bear the burden and was on the verge of collapse. The biting cold storm inside was suppressed 

and gradually calmed down.At this moment, five huge spirit ships tore through the sky from the distant 

horizon. They were extremely fast.Monarch Qing Yan was overjoyed when he saw the figures standing 

on the five spirit ships.The five spirit ships were the Divine Elephant Demon Thearch, the Nine-Tailed 

Demon Thearch, and the others who had escaped from the Great Desolation World.They were riding on 

spirit ships with billions of Eastern Wilderness living beings. They couldn't escape Lou Su's perception 

and were quickly caught up. 

 

Whether it was the Divine Elephant Demon Thearch or the Nine-Tailed Demon Thearch, they were only 

peerless Emperor Lords.They couldn't withstand Lou Su's attacks at all. After a short exchange, they 

were severely injured. Their worlds were shattered, and they were casually thrown onto the bow of the 

spirit ship.Once a Emperor Lord's world was shattered, their battle strength would decrease sharply. 

Without Genesis Qi or Origin Stones, it was extremely difficult to repair it."Hahahaha!"Monarch Qing 

Yan laughed loudly and said, "Xue Die, none of the Eastern Wilderness living beings you're protecting 

can escape from me!"Die Yue also noticed the scene in the distance, and her expression turned cold.A 

pair of huge wings vaguely appeared behind her, and a blood-colored full moon appeared on them! 

Chapter 3017 



The Divine Elephant Demon Thearch, Nine-Tailed Demon Thearch, and the others' worlds were 

shattered, and they were covered in injuries. They were trampled under the feet of Demon Thearch Lou 

Su and the others, unable to struggle.They looked at Die Yue, who was surrounded by dozens of Imperial 

Emperors, and their eyes dimmed.In the fairy boat, the faces of the billions of Eastern Wilderness living 

beings were also filled with fear.Everyone thought of the harsh words that Imperial Emperor Qing Yan 

had said before he left. They all had a premonition of what kind of ending they would face!Die Yue 

looked at this scene and suddenly let out a long howl.The howl contained boundless killing intent that 

pierced through metal, shattered stone, and pierced through the boundless sea of stars. It seemed as if 

it could reach the heavens and lead to the depths of hell!In the next moment, Die Yue revealed her true 

form.In the world behind her, a huge blood-colored butterfly appeared.This blood-colored butterfly 

seemed to have merged with her true form.In the starry sky, two red moons appeared eerily."Be 

careful!"Imperial Emperor Qing Yan saw this scene and hurriedly shouted, "This is her forbidden 

technique!""What's there to be afraid of?"Imperial Emperor Bai Yu sneered in his heart.He had the 

White Tiger bloodline and knew a forbidden technique.Now, a few tens of Imperial Monarchs had made 

a move. So, what sort of storm could this butterfly possibly cause by relying on a single forbidden 

technique?Suddenly!The blood-colored butterfly's wings trembled slightly.Wu!In the starry sky, an 

endless storm swept in all directions, destroying all life. It was unstoppable!No one could describe how 

terrifying this forbidden technique was.This forbidden technique even tore open wounds on Die Yue's 

wings, making them drip with blood.The blood merged into the storm and turned into a blood-colored 

storm that swept thousands of miles of the starry sky!This blood-colored storm looked exceptionally 

poignant under the illumination of the red moon!"White Tiger Army Seal!"Imperial Emperor Bai Yu's 

expression changed drastically. Without thinking, he used the White Tiger's blood to condense a tiger 

talisman and released it.The blood-colored tiger talisman scattered in the starry sky, and the scattered 

White Tiger bloodline quickly transformed into thousands of murderous soldiers with swords and spears 

in their hands! 

 

This was condensed from the White Tiger's blood, and it contained the White Tiger's Dao of 

Slaughter.Even a peak Sovereign Emperor wouldn't be able to withstand the swarm of an army. In the 

blink of an eye, they would be swallowed whole and torn to shreds!Although the other Imperial 

Emperors didn't know Forbidden Arts, they hurriedly activated their Primordial Spirits and pushed the 

power of the world to the limit.The Crimson Moon Storm swept out in all directions.No one was spared 

from the moonlight. The dozens of Celestial Emperors were the first to bear the brunt of the 

moonlight!Although Imperial Lord Bai Yu and the other 13 peak Imperial Lords and many peerless 

Imperial Lords had withstood almost all of the damage from the Crimson Moon Storm, there were still 

traces of the blood-colored storm drifting out.This was the power of the Dao of Wind, and it was all-

pervasive.Puff! Puff! Puff!Even ordinary Imperial Emperors would not be able to withstand the slightest 

wisp of the blood-colored storm!Almost instantly, the worlds of five ordinary Imperial Emperors 

shattered. Their bodies were torn apart by the bloody storm, and their primordial spirits were 

destroyed. They died on the spot!Under the siege of dozens of Emperor Realm experts, Die Yue's 

powerful counterattack still killed five Emperor Realm experts!The remaining Imperial Emperors of the 

Celestial Tribute World were shocked and panicked.Crack! Crack!Crack! The moment the army 

condensed from the blood of the White Tiger descended, a series of cracking sounds could be heard. 

Cracks appeared on the bodies of the soldiers and war horses.Even Imperial Lord Bai Yu's forbidden art 

could not withstand the Crimson Moon Storm!Of course, Die Yue's condition worsened as well.Her 



Storm World was covered with a touch of blood and was on the verge of collapse.Her wings were 

already stained red with blood."Roar!"A dragon roar reverberated through the clouds!Seeing that 

Imperial Lord Bai Yu and the others could not withstand it, Imperial Lord Azure Flame no longer 

hesitated and transformed into his true form.His 10,000 feet long dragon body coiled above the cosmos. 

Opening his dragon mouth, he channeled his Essence Spirit and condensed a Dao art. He spat out a 

terrifying dragon breath towards Die Yue that surged like a tide!Within this dragon breath, there were 

even green flames burning!The green flames had clearly exceeded the scope of the Power of the World 

and had come into contact with the existence of the Dao. 

 

A second forbidden art!The sanguine storm gradually subsided.Two forbidden arts, together with 14 

peak Imperial Lords, dozens of peerless Imperial Lords and ordinary Imperial Lords, finally suppressed 

Die Yue's Crimson Moon Storm!"Sigh. “A sigh could be heard billions of miles away from this starry 

sky."It's over.""I didn't expect the Blood Butterfly Demon Empress to hold on until now by herself.""She 

withstood the siege of dozens of Imperial Lords and even killed five of them … Among the Imperial Lords 

of the myriad races, who is qualified to stand shoulder to shoulder with her?""The number one person 

below the Great Emperor!""What a pity."In the cosmos, several Divine Will fluctuations flashed.When 

the old man with the iron crown and the two old men saw this, they shook their heads with complicated 

expressions."To bully others to this extent, really …""Let's go back."The old man with the iron crown 

sighed.That Blood Butterfly's fate was sealed.They wanted to help, but they were powerless and could 

not bear to continue watching.In the starry sky in other directions, some Imperial Emperors also 

gradually retreated and disappeared.There was no longer any suspense in this battle.Some Imperial 

Lords were worried that if they stayed to watch the battle, they would attract the hostility of the 

Celestial Tribute World."This is the terror of the Celestial Tribute World!""So, no matter what, don't 

become enemies with the Celestial Tribute World.""That Blood Butterfly Demon Empress is extremely 

talented and powerful, but what happened to her? Didn't she die in the end? "Some people stayed, 

wanting to see the outcome of the Great Desolation World.…On the battlefield outside the Great 

Desolation World.Die Yue returned to her human form, but her face was pale.Only the color of his 

blood-red robe was darker, and the color of blood was even more intense.The storm world behind Die 

Yue had already collapsed.She could no longer fight.Emperor Azure Flame looked down at Die Yue, who 

was in the center of the battlefield, with a hint of smugness and coldness in his eyes. 

 

"I told you."Emperor Azure Flame said slowly, "I will slaughter all the beings in the Eastern Wilderness 

and use their blood to pay tribute to the soul of the Mansion of the Horn!"And all this disaster is 

because of you and that Araki Takeshi!"At this point, Emperor Azure Flame seemed to think of 

something and suddenly frowned. "No, there's still one person missing!""Where's that Araki 

Takeshi?"Emperor Azure Flame looked at Lou Su Demon Empress and asked loudly.Lou Su Demon 

Empress was a bit confused. "I sniffed carefully just now. Only five auras escaped from the Great 

Desolation World, and we've already caught them.""Impossible!"Emperor Azure Flame shook his head 

and looked at Die Yue. "Xue Die, where's Araki Takeshi?"Die Yue smiled faintly and said 

nothing."Hahahaha …"Emperor Qing Yan suddenly laughed. His eyes were full of mockery. "Last time, 

didn't you join hands and fight side by side? Why are you the only one left today? ""That Araki Takeshi is 

so powerful. He killed my subordinate, the Mansion of the Horn, and caused a disaster, but now he's 

escaped alone. Hahahaha!""You're about to die, and he's not back yet. You still want to protect 

him?"Die Yue's expression was indifferent, and her heart was calm."Why are you talking to this bitch? 



Kill her first."Monarch Yan Luo urged impatiently from the side."Who are you cursing?"At this moment, 

a man's voice sounded in the sky. 

Chapter 3018 

Die Yue turned around when she heard that familiar voice.Beside her, the starry sky silently collapsed, 

forming a black hole, and a figure walked out from within.Purple robes, black hair and a silver mask.He 

had returned.Die Yue suddenly laughed as though she thought of something.Who are you scolding?Back 

when her spirit consciousness descended upon Tianhuang Mainland, she seemed to have said 

something similar as well."You broke through?"Die Yue asked.The Dao technique that Wu Dao's true 

body cultivated was special such that even she could not tell his exact cultivation realm.Wu Dao's true 

body nodded.To be precise, he had only broken through halfway.Wu Dao's domain had indeed 

improved and entered the Emperor realm, forming a world of his own.However, the Essence Martial 

Grotto-Heaven was slightly lacking.He did not encounter any bottleneck, merely that he was in too 

much of a rush and lacked accumulation. Furthermore, he sensed the danger of the vast wilderness and 

returned from the Underworld River.Even though he had only broken through halfway, it meant that he 

had entered the Emperor realm and was a true Imperial Lord expert!"I'm late."Wu Dao's true body 

could not help but feel his heart ache when he saw Die Yue injured and her world shattered.If he had 

not drifted down the Underworld River for a hundred years, Die Yue might not have been bullied so 

badly."You're back just in time."Die Yue smiled with a gentleness that had never been seen before in her 

eyes. "I still have some strength left. Let's go together."Actually, Die Yue's Storm World was shattered 

and her forbidden skill dissipated – she did not have much combat strength left.Furthermore, she had 

just fought dozens of Imperial Lords and expended a lot of energy – she was at the end of her tether.In 

Die Yue's opinion, even if Su Zimo returned, it would be useless and he would still die.Since that was the 

case, she would die with Su Zimo in battle so that she could die with no regrets in this life.The moment 

she said that, she was already prepared to die.As though he could sense her intentions when he saw the 

determination in Die Yue's eyes, Wu Dao's true body smiled and nodded as well. Holding Die Yue's hand, 

he said, "Let's go together!" 

 

Although they were saying the same thing, the two of them were thinking about two completely 

different situations."Araki Takeshi. To think that he would dare to return …"The Nine-tailed Demon 

Emperor, who was sitting on the bow of the Immortal boat, had a complicated expression on her face 

when she saw that figure.Was this person really that stupid?A hundred Imperial Monarchs!How dare he 

come back?Although she had scolded Araki Takeshi for being a coward and running away before the 

battle, when she really saw Araki Takeshi return at this time, an indescribable anger welled up in her 

heart."This is Araki Takeshi?"Many Imperial Emperors of the Celestial Realm frowned.Logically speaking, 

this part of the starry sky had just been shattered, and others could not use spatial teleportation. How 

did this Araki Takeshi arrive here directly?"Araki Takeshi!"After Wu Dao's original body appeared, he 

only cared about talking to Die Yue. He completely ignored the close to 100 Emperor Realm experts 

present. Emperor Qing Yan's face was gloomy. He couldn't stand it anymore."You dare to come back? 

Good, very good!"Emperor Qing Yan nodded. Although he was smiling, his eyes were filled with killing 

intent."He's Araki Takeshi?"Emperor Bai Yu raised his eyebrows and sized up Wu Dao's original body, 

but couldn't see anything special. He curled his lips and said, "Just a human ant."Emperor Yan Luo 

couldn't help but sneer. He raised his head and said, "Araki Takeshi, you're asking me who I'm scolding, 

right? I'll tell you now. I'm scolding the bitch beside you. What do you want? ""Kill you."Only now did 



Wu Dao's original body turn around and look at Emperor Yan Luo and the others."Kill me?"Emperor Yan 

Luo seemed to have heard the most ridiculous thing in the world. He couldn't help but laugh. He pointed 

at Araki Takeshi and said, "Do you know who I am? A human ant like you wants to kill me? "The Seven 

Constellations of the South behind Emperor Yan Luo also laughed."I don't know who you are."Wu Dao's 

original body said indifferently, "I only know that no one can save you today.""How dare you!""How 

arrogant!"Before Monarch Yan Luo could react, a few monarchs from the Celestial Worship World 

stepped forward and shouted. 

 

They had followed. Although they had joined forces with Emperor Bai Yu and the others to fight Die Yue, 

they hadn't done much.They were worried that they wouldn't have a chance to contribute. Now that 

Araki Takeshi had appeared, how could they miss such a good opportunity? They were all eager to 

try.The three Celestial Emperors charged forward immediately. Two were ordinary Celestial Emperors 

and one was a peerless Celestial Emperor.The three Celestial Emperors split into three groups. They 

didn't underestimate their opponent and each held up a world to suppress him!Wu Dao's original body 

didn't even look at them. He just shouted."Scram!"Boom!This shout rang in the ears of the three 

Celestial Emperors. It was like a thunderclap!The three Celestial Emperors froze. Their eyes widened and 

their expressions stiffened. There was only endless fear left in their eyes.Crack crack crack!Cracks 

appeared in the three Celestial Emperors' worlds and they instantly collapsed!Then, under everyone's 

gaze, the three Celestial Emperors' bodies exploded and turned into a bloody mist. Their bodies and 

souls were destroyed and their Dao dissipated!Hiss!The Celestial Emperors outside the battlefield 

gasped when they saw this scene.Emperor Qing Yan had seen Wu Dao's original body before, but this 

still made his heart tremble.A casual shout had killed three Celestial Emperors. One of them was even a 

peerless Celestial Emperor …This kind of explosive power was a little too terrifying!Some Celestial 

Emperors in the Celestial Emperor World who were about to make a move temporarily stopped.Araki 

Takeshi's combat strength was probably on par with Xue Die!If there weren't so many peak Celestial 

Emperors in front, the remaining ordinary and peerless Celestial Emperors wouldn't dare to act 

rashly.Wu Dao's original body's attention wasn't on those people at all.His gaze was still fixed on 

Emperor Yan Luo.Whoosh!Suddenly!Wu Dao's original body moved and appeared in front of Emperor 

Yan Luo in an instant!His speed was too fast!Wu Dao's original body was still holding Die Yue's 

hand.Even when he was carrying someone, he could still erupt with such speed.Moreover, no one 

expected that Araki Takeshi would dare to directly attack Emperor Yan Luo with so many Celestial 

Emperors and more than 30 peak Celestial Emperors present! 

 

"You're courting death!"Emperor Yan Luo's reaction was also very fast. She shouted and her blood 

surged. Behind her, a Vermilion Bird that was bathed in boiling lava appeared and let out a long cry. It 

emitted a scorching heat that could split apart everything!Wu Dao's original body's gaze was calm. He 

didn't care what Emperor Yan Luo did and simply waved his hand and punched!It was a simple and 

ordinary punch.It was an extremely ordinary fist technique, straightforward and direct.However, this 

punch instantly attracted everyone's attention. The starry sky was collapsing. An unstoppable aura and 

will descended, suppressing everything!The Vermilion Bird avatar behind Emperor Yan Luo let out a long 

cry, but it turned into a sad cry.Boom!A loud explosion erupted in the starry sky.The huge Vermilion Bird 

was shattered by Wu Dao's original body with a single punch.Emperor Yan Luo was sent flying. Her face 

was pale and she spat out blood. The fragments of her armor were mixed with her blood. She was in a 

miserable state. 



Chapter 3019 

Empress Yan Luo's face turned pale. She was shocked and furious.If it wasn't for the armor she was 

wearing, which blocked half of the damage, she would have died from this punch alone!All the Imperial 

Emperors were in an uproar when they saw this scene.What kind of power was that?Empress Yan Luo 

was a peak Imperial Emperor and had the Vermilion Bird bloodline. Yet, she was half-dead from Araki 

Takeshi's punch!"It's only been 200 years, but his battle strength has reached such a level!"Empress 

Azure Flame's expression was grave as the killing intent in her eyes intensified.The last time, Araki 

Takeshi had to put in a lot of effort to kill the Horned Mansion Demon Thearch.But now, he was so 

powerful with just one punch!Wu Dao's true body injured Empress Yan Luo with one punch and didn't 

show any mercy. He strode forward and chased after Empress Yan Luo's body that was sent flying. He 

looked down from above and stomped down with a torrential aura!Boom!Before his foot even touched 

Monarch Yan Luo's body, the surrounding space had already shattered and collapsed.Wu Dao's true 

body wanted to stomp Empress Yan Luo to death!Die Yue followed beside Wu Dao's true body. When 

she saw him leave two ravines in space with a single step, she couldn't help but recall some of the past 

and was a little dazed.Empress Yan Luo was shocked!What was Araki Takeshi trying to do?Was he trying 

to kill her with one punch and one kick?She had just been punched by Wu Dao's true body and her 

Bloodline avatar had collapsed. Her Essence Spirit had also suffered an impact and she couldn't 

condense Dao arts for the time being.Splash!At that moment, the tides surged and the vast Milky Way 

surged over. It shone with a resplendent light and instantly swallowed Empress Yan Luo's body.At the 

same time, a huge divine beast appeared on the surface of the river. It looked like a tortoise and a snake 

coiled together. Its eyes shone with a dark divine light and it had a thick armor on its back, protecting 

Empress Yan Luo.Empress Xuan Can had transformed into her Black Tortoise body and arrived in 

time.Bang!Wu Dao's true body stomped on Empress Xuan Can's tortoise shell with a dull thud.This thick 

and ancient tortoiseshell could withstand almost all damage. It was the Black Tortoise Clan's most 

powerful defensive technique. 

 

Even so, Abstruse Ginseng Demon Monarch's body was still sinking. His chest felt heavy and his vision 

turned black.The power of this stomp was so ferocious that even the tortoiseshell on his back couldn't 

completely dissolve it!At the same time.Imperial Emperor Qing Yan and Imperial Emperor Bai Yu both 

reverted to their true forms and unleashed fierce attacks on Wu Dao's true body. Dragon tail and tiger 

claws came one after another!Wu Dao himself did not dodge. With one hand holding Die Yue and the 

other clenched into a fist, he threw out two punches!Boom!The fist landed on the dragon's tail, and the 

thousand zhang long dragon's body shook violently. Countless green dragon scales fell off, and blood 

dripped everywhere.Boom!The second punch landed on the white tiger's claw.Emperor Bai Yu cried out 

in pain. The palm of this tiger claw had been punched into a bloody mess by Wu Dao's true body. He 

could not feel his entire white tiger arm!With his strength alone, Wu Dao's true body repelled four peak 

Imperial Lords with the bloodlines of sacred beasts with three punches and a kick. He was 

invincible!When she saw that, Die Yue's beautiful eyes flickered with hope once more.She exerted some 

strength, wanting to break free from the grip of Wu Dao's true body.However, Wu Dao's true body 

seemed to have sensed her intentions and gripped even tighter."What are you doing?"In the midst of 

the battle, Wu Dao's true body did not take advantage of the situation to pursue. Instead, he turned 

around and asked with a hint of a smile in the depths of his eyes."You won't be able to unleash your full 

strength with me by your side,"Die Yue frowned slightly and looked at him in annoyance with a hint of 

reproach and helplessness in her eyes."Hahahaha!"Suddenly, Wu Dao's true body burst into laughter 



and looked down at the Imperial Lords. "A single hand is enough to deal with them!"All the Imperial 

Monarchs were infuriated when they heard this, and they flared up with rage!It was one thing for Araki 

Takeshi to tug at Die Yue during the battle.But now, he was even spouting nonsense and ignoring all the 

Imperial Lords present!This was truly condescending and arrogant to the extreme!"You …" 

 

Die Yue wanted to say something but hesitated with a hint of worry in her eyes.She knew her situation 

very well.Although she still had some strength, her combat strength was greatly reduced and she could 

not help Wu Dao's true body at all.On the other hand, there were close to a hundred Imperial Lords left 

and more than 30 of them were peak Imperial Lords.Among those peak Imperial Lords, there might be 

some who knew forbidden arts or had other powerful trump cards!Die Yue was worried that she would 

implicate Wu Dao's true body.As though he could see the worry in Die Yue's heart, Wu Dao's true body 

said with a smile, "We just said that we'll go together. Why are you going back on your words now?"Die 

Yue sighed internally and stopped struggling.Earlier on, she was thinking of the two of them dying in 

battle together.But now, it seemed like Wu Dao's true body wanted to bring her along to kill …Of course, 

the reason why Wu Dao's true body insisted on bringing Die Yue along was not because he wanted to 

flirt with her.He wasn't that ridiculous.It was just that Die Yue was severely injured and there were close 

to a hundred Imperial Lords eyeing her covetously. If he left Die Yue aside, her life might be in danger if 

he was careless!Only by keeping Die Yue by his side would he be able to protect her."You're still 

spouting nonsense when you're about to die. Kill!"Emperor Qing Yan shouted and waved his 

arm.Boom!The 28 Imperial Lords and dozens of Imperial Lords of the Celestial Tribute World attacked at 

the same time.Countless divine weapons tore through the air!Emperor Qing Yan, Emperor Bai Yu, 

Emperor Xuan Can, and Emperor Yan Luo charged forward once more.The four of them were filled with 

killing intent but they did not release their perfected worlds.To them, they had the bloodlines of Sacred 

Beasts and there was no way a lowly human before them could fight against them in melee combat!And 

it was one against four!Emperor Qing Yan, Emperor Bai Yu, and Emperor Xuan Can all revealed their 

Sacred Beasts. Together with the Azure Dragon, White Tiger, and Black Tortoise bloodline avatars, their 

auras reached their peak!The strange thing was that although Emperor Yan Luo had the Vermilion Bird 

bloodline, he did not transform into his Vermilion Bird form. 

 

"Heaven and Earth as the furnace, Creation as the workmanship, Yin and Yang as the charcoal, and all 

things as the copper …"Wu Dao's true body let out a long chant.Boom!A huge furnace appeared around 

him. It almost broke through the heavens and earth and contained thousands of miles of stars.Inside, 

flames burned fiercely and shot into the sky!Bloodline avatar, Heaven and Earth Furnace!Clang! 

Clang!Clang! Many divine weapons descended but could not touch Wu Dao's true body. They only hit 

the Heaven and Earth Furnace before collapsing.Some ordinary Imperial Lord weapons did not even 

have the chance to be retracted after hitting the Heaven and Earth Furnace. They were fiery red and 

turned into molten iron in a few breaths' time!With just the Heaven and Earth Furnace, Wu Dao's true 

body isolated the 28 Lunar Mansions and dozens of Imperial Lords from the Celestial Reverence 

Realm!Of course, the Heaven and Earth Furnace could not last for long.At most, ten breaths' time.For 

Wu Dao's true body, ten breaths' time was more than enough!When Emperor Qing Yan, Emperor Bai Yu, 

Emperor Xuan Can, and Emperor Yan Luo closed in, they suddenly realized that there were no helpers 

around them!Everyone was isolated from the world by the blazing furnace that was burning red and 

seemed to be able to break through the sky!At this moment!The endless flames in front of them 

suddenly shot out two beams of divine light!Wu Dao's true body made a move! 



_Chapter 3020 

At this moment, Thearch Azure Flame and the other three panicked and their auras weakened.With Wu 

Dao's combat talent, how could he miss this opportunity?Whoosh!Wu Dao's true body took a deep 

breath and circulated his bloodline. He activated the Heaven and Earth Furnace and stepped forward. In 

an instant, he raised his hand and punched out four times!Bang!The four punches collided with the 

attacks of Thearch Azure Flame and the other three. Only a deafening sound was heard!The starry sky 

shook.At this moment, it was as if time had stopped.After a short pause, the four figures were sent 

flying and crashed into the walls of the Heaven and Earth Furnace before falling down."Ah!"The four 

screamed.The walls of the Heaven and Earth Furnace had long been burned red. Even ordinary Thearch 

weapons could be melted.Although the four bodies with the bloodlines of Sacred Beasts were not 

burned to ashes, thick smoke billowed from their charred bodies. They were in a sorry state!The four 

spat out blood, but they did not dare to stay. They hurriedly got up and looked at the terrifying figure 

approaching in the flames with shock!They had originally wanted to use Wu Dao's attack to leave the 

battlefield and join forces with the other Imperial Emperors to attack together.Who would have thought 

that this Heaven and Earth Smelt would isolate the four of them from the Monarchs outside?The 

Imperial Emperors outside could not rush in, so they could not escape either!Thearch Azure Flame and 

the other three looked at each other and quickly calmed down.Whether it was them or the 28 Lunar 

Mansions outside, they still had other trump cards and contingencies."Kill!"Thearch Azure Flame and the 

other three joined forces again and shouted as they took out their Destiny Divine Weapons!It had to be 

said that the four of them had the bloodlines of Sacred Beasts and had strong vitality.Even after being 

punched twice by Wu Dao's true body, they were not injured at all and still had decent combat 

strength."Roar!""Screech!""Roar!""Roar!"Thearch Azure Flame opened his dragon mouth and spat out a 

green spear covered in dragon scales. The spearhead was sharp and seemed to be able to pierce 

through everything!Emperor Yan Luo waved his hand and took out a scarlet feather fan, accompanied 

by the cry of a Vermillion Bird. 

 

Emperor Bai Yu opened his mouth and spat out a ray of white light. It was a bone saber made of white 

bones. It was filled with a murderous aura and killing intent!Emperor Xuanshen took out a thick and 

heavy pitch-black armor. There were sharp spikes on the back of the armor that could be used for both 

offense and defense!Dragon lance, bone saber, feather fan, tortoise shell!The Four Divine Weapons 

pierced through the air, accompanied by the cries of dragons, phoenixes, tigers, and ghosts.But at the 

same time that the four divine weapons descended, the roars of four divine beasts also sounded from 

Wu Dao's original body, reverberating through the starry sky!The glabella of Wu Dao's main body 

flickered, and an ancient bronze square cauldron broke through space and descended.Dazzling divine 

light flickered on the walls of the cauldron.The four holy souls of the Azure Dragon, Vermilion Bird, 

White Tiger, and Black Tortoise were awakened at the same time, and they transformed into giant 

figures that roared toward the sky!"Just in time!"Wu Dao's main body snorted coldly.He was about to 

use the bloodlines of the four Divine Beasts to reconstruct the Hell Suppressing Cauldron!The Hell 

Suppressing Cauldron was originally an Emperor Divine Weapon.However, after it was shattered, the 

four holy souls fell into a deep sleep one after another, and their power was greatly reduced. They were 

no longer as powerful as before.Although it had been repaired and tempered in Wu Dao's domain all 

year round, it still lacked some key opportunities and was unable to return to its peak.That opportunity 

was the bloodlines of the four Divine Beasts!In the 3,000 worlds, be it the Dragon World or the Wutong 

World, there were no Divine Beasts' bloodlines.Only the Heavenly Court existed.Wu Dao's main body 



was almost certain that the Infernal Emperor must have killed the clansmen of the Heavenly Court's 

Divine Beasts when he forged this Hell Suppressing Cauldron back then!However, there were also 

legends and many signs that the Infernal Emperor had once become enemies with the Infernal Court 

and suppressed the Lord of Hell.He couldn't figure out the ins and outs of this matter.The dragon lance, 

bone saber, feather fan, and tortoise shell had just descended when they were suppressed by the Hell 

Suppressing Cauldron. Then, they were all swallowed by the Hell Suppressing Cauldron!Inside the 

Heaven and Earth Furnace, flames burned as it began to reforge the Hell Suppressing Cauldron. 

 

Wu Dao's main body stepped forward again. Borrowing the power of the Heaven and Earth Furnace, he 

fought against four alone and forced Emperor Qing Yan and the other three to retreat and spit out 

blood.Regardless of whether they had the Vermilion Bird bloodline or the Divine Beasts' bloodline, in 

the Heaven and Earth Furnace, Wu Dao's will enveloped them.And these Divine Beasts' bloodlines 

turned into threads and slowly entered the Hell Suppressing Cauldron.The Hell Suppressing Cauldron's 

aura continued to rise!The eyes of Emperor Qing Yan and the other three almost popped out of their 

sockets. They were furious!This Araki Takeshi had not only injured them, but now he was using their 

bloodlines to reforge the Hell Suppressing Cauldron!"Hmm?"Emperor Yan Luo's expression changed 

when he saw the Hell Suppressing Cauldron appear. As if he had thought of something, deep hatred and 

killing intent rose in his eyes!"That cauldron is that bald donkey's weapon!"Emperor Yan Luo said coldly 

as he stared at Wu Dao's main body. Extremely terrifying energy fluctuations surged in his body."Be 

careful, it's a forbidden art!"Die Yue sensed it and hurriedly warned."Ah!"Emperor Yan Luo stretched 

out his arms and screamed. His voice was extremely ear-piercing and pierced through metal and 

stone!The bloodline in her body continued to condense.Suddenly, a fiery-red sparrow that was about 

ten feet long charged out of her body.This fiery-red sparrow exuded an extremely terrifying aura!After 

this little sparrow appeared, even the Heaven and Earth Smelt started to tremble. The originally blazing 

flames were suppressed by one side!"This is a forbidden art that touches upon the power of the 

Dao?"Wu Dao's main body murmured softly.Just a forbidden art was still unable to shake the Heaven 

and Earth Furnace!At the same time …Emperor Qing Yan, Emperor Bai Yu, Emperor Xuan Can, and 

Emperor Yan Luo released their perfect worlds, creating an extremely violent energy that was about to 

burst the Heaven and Earth Furnace!Outside the Heaven and Earth Furnace …The 28 Celestial Lords and 

the other Celestial Lords of the Celestial Worship World also supported their worlds and continuously 

attacked the Heaven and Earth Furnace.The Heaven and Earth Furnace shook continuously, the flames 

flickering. Finally, it could not hold on any longer.Boom!The Heaven and Earth Furnace collapsed! 

 

Emperor Qing Yan and the other three finally broke free and stood together with the 28 Celestial Lords 

and the other Celestial Lords of the Celestial Worship World.Wu Dao's main body's expression was 

normal, and his gaze was calm.Unfortunately, his Yuanwu Grotto-Heaven had yet to reach the Thearch 

Realm.The Yuanwu Grotto-Heaven was his Dao Body.Once the Yuanwu Grotto-Heaven reached the 

Thearch Realm, his Dao Body would rapidly grow and rise to another level!At that time, even if he did 

not use the Yuanwu Grotto-Heaven, he could shatter the perfect worlds of these peak Celestial Lords 

with just the power of his body and bloodline!As for now, he could only release the world formed by Wu 

Dao's domain.Martial Universe!"Kill!"Emperor Qing Yan and the others did not intend to give Wu Dao's 

main body any time to breathe. They roared again and led the other Celestial Lords to charge forward! 

 


